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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of using a
distributed team of tracking robots to maintain proximity to
a collection of unpredictably moving targets. Each tracker is
equipped with short range communication hardware and a low
resolution sensor that can detect the presence of targets, but
not their precise locations, their identities, nor even the number
of targets within the sensing range. We present methods for
set-membership-based filtering that exploit specific structures
in the information space for this problem. We also describe
an active algorithm that allows the tracker team to follow the
targets in a coordinated way, in spite of the incomplete information and intermittent communication links. A simulation of this
algorithm shows that the passive filtering algorithm maintains
an accurate representation of each tracker’s knowledge, and
that the active tracking algorithm is able to leverage this
information to achieve accurate, robust target tracking.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of representing, managing, and eliminating
uncertainty is of central interest for autonomous robots. This
problem is especially challenging when the robot’s sensors
provide information that is too noisy or too incomplete to
form a complete picture of the relevant situation in the world.
In this paper, we address this issue for the specific case in
which the sensors are intended to track the unpredictable
movements of a collection of target agents. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario. Specifically, we show how to do so using
sensors that can detect the presence of those targets, but
cannot pinpoint their exact locations nor distinguish which
target is being detected. We describe a method that allows a
team of trackers to maintain close proximity to the targets,
using only these sensors.
The basic technical machinery we use to achieve this goal
is the concept of an information state, which explicitly represents the knowledge available to each individual tracking
robot at a particular time. The intuition behind our approach
is to maintain a set of possible states that are consistent
with the robot’s observations. Although this set-based “nondeterministic” approach is, in general, more conservative
than the corresponding forms of probabilistic reasoning, it
also has advantages in reduced modeling burden and in the
possibility of guarantees of success. These differences are
especially salient in contexts which the targets’ motions may
be adversarial, rather than random.
A key idea in ensuring the filter’s computational performance remains tractable is the idea of selective overapproximation. This idea takes two forms in the complete filter. First,
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Fig. 1. A team of tracking robots, shown as triangles, works to follow the
movements of a group of unpredictable targets, shown as circles.

we limit the complexity of each portion of the representation
by constraining the geometric operations to produce regions
within a restricted range space (such as, for example, the
set of all planar rectangles), overapproximating the “true”
result if necessary. Second, we keep the overall complexity of the representation manageable by carefully merging
representation elements. Our merge operation ensures that
the resulting approximation remains correct, in the sense of
containing the system’s true state, while keeping the amount
of overapproximation small.
Our broader interest in this work is based on a desire to
understand how small teams of robots can work together
in predictable ways to achieve complex goals. As such, we
consider means by which robots within communication range
can exchange information with one another and efficiently
“join” their knowledge into a single combined representation.
We believe that this approach has the potential for decentralized multi-robot coordination algorithms that do not rely
on information-rich sensors, nor on persistent connectivity
between the robots.
After illustrating the basic idea with an example (Section II), reviewing related work (Section III), and giving
a formal problem statement (Section IV), this paper makes
several new contributions:
1) We define the relevant information space and characterize the set of reachable information states (Section V).
2) We describe a passive algorithm that allows each
tracker to efficiently maintain a representation of its
information state (Section VI) and a distributed, active algorithm for tracking the motions of the targets
(Section VII).
3) We present simulation results (Section VIII).
Discussion and concluding remarks appear in Section IX.
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Fig. 2.
Two targets moving along a unit interval, monitored by two
motionless trackers.
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Fig. 3. Changes in the set of possible states for the scenario in Figure 2.
[a] The initial condition. [b] After the first observation. [c] After the passage
of a small period of time. [d] After a second observation.

II. I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
As a simple example, consider the system illustrated in
Figure 2, which two point targets move, with some known
maximum speed, along the unit interval W = [0, 1]. Denote
the position of the targets at time t as q1 (t) and q2 (t).
Two trackers monitor the movements of the targets. For
simplicity, the trackers remain motionless. Also, we assume
that the trackers are close enough to communicate with one
another, so that observations made by one tracker are shared
with the other. Each tracker has a sensor that can detect
when either of the targets is within distance 0.1 of itself.
The trackers’ sensors may experience frequent, unpredictable
false negative errors, and cannot distinguish between the two
targets. Based on the observations of these trackers, what
conclusions can be drawn about the positions of the targets
over time?
• First, notice that, because the positions of both targets
are of interest, the relevant state space is X = W ×W , a
unit square. Before either of the trackers detects a target,
no information about the targets’ positions is available;
any state in X could possibly be the true state. This
situation is shown in Figure 3a.
• Suppose that the tracker on the left, at position 0.3,
detects a target. This information allows the system

to eliminate as possible states everything except those
states in which |q1 (t)−0.3| < 0.1 or |q2 (t)−0.3| < 0.1.
This “plus-shaped” region is depicted in Figure 3b. This
information is shared with the rightmost tracker.
• Next, suppose some period of time elapses after this
observation. The set of possible states after this time
can be formed by expanding the previous result in
each direction by the largest displacement that could
possibly be made by the targets within the given time.
See Figure 3c.
• Finally, suppose the right tracker, at position 0.9, detects
a target at this time. This constrains the state to lie
within the plus-shaped region shown with solid lines
in Figure 3d. Combined with the knowledge retained
from the previous step (dashed lines), the trackers can
conclude that the target lies within the shaded region,
whose boundary is a pair of rectangles.
Continuing this process of alternating observations and time
intervals, we can make two comments about the sets of
possible states the the system may encounter. First, the set
of possible states can always be described as a finite union
of rectangles. Second, the set of possible states is always
symmetric about the line q1 (t) = q2 (t). This is a direct
consequence of the indistinguishability of the targets. In
fact, these observations foreshadow the structure identified
in Section V for systems with more targets, more trackers,
and higher-dimensional environments.
III. R ELATED WORK
Target tracking is a well-studied problem for mobile
robots. A common approach is to equip the tracker with a
visual sensor that provides location information whenever
the target is within that sensor’s field of view, with the
objective of maintaining visibility of the target. Algorithms
are known for planning the tracker’s motions in this context
using dynamic programming [8], sampling-based [11], and
reactive approaches [1], [10]. Our research is also related to
algorithms for pursuit-evasion, in which adversarial targets
must be located within an environment [4], [5], [20]. This
paper expands upon the author’s prior research on target
tracking [13], [14] to deal with multiple-target multipletracker scenarios, without the assistance of an embedded
sensor network. A separate thread of research uses wireless sensor networks to monitor moving targets, typically
relaying the collected data to a central sink node [16],
[18], [21]. Others have expanded this work to use mobile
nodes, seeking to track targets while maintaining the network
connectivity [15], [22]. In many of these cases, the primary
concern is to manage communication on the network. The
idea of geometric reasoning for estimation by mobile sensor
networks has also been explored [12].
The technical details of our work make substantial use
of the notion of graph matchings, particularly for bipartite
graphs. A matching on a graph G = (V, E) is a set of edges
M ⊆ E, such that no node in V is incident to more than one
edge in M . In particular, to compute perfect matchings (that
is, matchings in which each vertex in V is incident to exactly

then at least one target is in region Sl relative to pj (k).
Because of the possibility of false negative errors, if the
l-th entry of yk (i) is 0, no conclusions can be drawn
about the presence of targets in Sl .
Whenever there is no ambiguity, we omit the “(j)” that
identifies a particular tracker. The goal is to select movements
for the trackers to minimize the average distance from each
target to the nearest tracker, expressed as:
Pk =
Fig. 4. Sensing preimages for trackers with [left] variable-resolution radial
sensors (r = 30), and [right] a coarse-grained position target sensor (r =
49).

one edge in M ), we use Edmonds’s matching algorithm
[2], as implemented by the Boost Graph Library [17]. To
generate minimum-weight matchings on weighted bipartite
graphs, we use the BlossomV algorithm [6]. Finally, one
operation requires an enumeration of all perfect matchings
of a bipartite graph [3], [19].
IV. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
This section formalizes our distributed target tracking
problem. The intuition is that, as the targets move through
their environment, each tracking robot receives periodic observations that provide partial information about the current
positions of the targets. We consider settings defined by the
following elements.
• Discrete stages of time, indexed by consecutive integers
k = 1, 2, . . ..
2
• A planar environment W ⊆ R .
• A collection of n identical point targets. We denote the
position of target i at stage k as qk (i) ∈ W . The targets
move unpredictably through W , subject to a maximum
movement distance stgt in each stage.
• A collection of m point trackers. We denote the position of tracker j at stage k as pk (j) ∈ W . Each tracker
can move distance at most strk in each stage, and knows
its own position at all times. Whenever two trackers are
within a known communication range, denoted rc , they
can communicate freely.
n
• A target state space Xtgt = W
and a tracker
m
state space Xtrk = W in which individual elements
describe the positions of all the targets or trackers respectively, and an overall state space X = Xtgt ×Xtrk .
The target state at stage k is denoted xk .
• A set of r disjoint planar sensing regions S1 , . . . , Sr ⊆
R2 , representing regions relative to the position of each
tracker, in which the presence of targets can be detected.
See Figure 4. This includes, as a limiting case with
r = 1, the possibility that each tracker has only a single
binary sensor that only reports the presence or absence
of targets.
r
• An observation space Y = {0, 1} . At each stage k,
each tracker j receives an observation yk (j) ∈ Y . The
interpretation is that, if the l-th entry of yk (i) is 1,

n
k
1 XX
min ||pi (j) − qi (l)||.
j=1,...,m
nk i=1

(1)

l=1

We treat this objective function as our definition of the goal
for a team of tracking robots.
Based on this formulation, we can make two additional
definitions that will streamline the presentation.
Definition 1: The observation preimage H(y, p) ⊆ Xtgt
of an observation y ∈ Y at position p ∈ W is defined as the
set of target states that could possibly generate observation
y for a tracker at position p.
Definition 2: The forward projection F (x) ⊆ Xtgt of a
target state x ∈ Xtgt is defined as the set of target states
reachable from x in a single stage. The forward projection
F (S) of a set of target states S ⊆ Xtgt is defined as the
union of the forward projections of the target states in S. The
forward projection F (E) of a set of environment positions
E ⊆ W is the set of positions reachable within a single stage
a single tracker starting in E.
V. I NFORMATION STATES
Using its history of movements and observations, what
conclusions can a tracker draw about the positions of the
targets? The key idea is that each observation enables the
tracker to eliminate some target states as possibilities.1
Definition 3: A target state xk ∈ Xtgt is consistent with
a sequence of observations y1 , . . . , yk , and a sequence
of tracker positions p1 , . . . , pk if there exist target states
x1 , . . . , xk−1 ∈ Xtgt such that each transition between
target states is in the corresponding forward projection,
xi ∈ F (xi−1 ), and each observation is in the corresponding
observation preimage, yi ∈ H(yi , pi ).
Definition 4: The information state (I-state) ηk ⊆ Xtgt
of a tracker at stage k is the set of target states consistent with
the history of observations and movements of that tracker.
Informally, an I-state represents the knowledge available
to each tracker at a given stage. The algorithms described
in subsequent sections are concerned with efficiently maintaining such I-states, and using them to drive the trackers’
decision making. However, it is helpful to a have formal
characterization of the set of I-states that can actually occur
in our system. This characterization can viewed as a generalization of the observations at the end of Section II. First,
we establish that every reachable I-state can be expressed in
a particular, well-behaved form.
1 Details about this information state approach appear in chapters 11 and
12 of LaValle’s book [7].

Definition 5: An I-state has an ordered
products form if it can be expressed as

[  (i)
ηk =
R1 × · · · × Rn(i) ,

union-of(2)

i

(i)

in which each Rl is a subset of W . An I-state has an
unordered union-of-products form if it can be expressed
as

[ [  (i)
(i)
ηk =
Rτ (1) × · · · × Rτ (n) ,
(3)
i τ ∈Sn

(i)
Rl

in which each
is a subset of W , and Sn is the group of
all permutations of n elements.
Note that the ordered union of products form still treats
targets as identifiable, in spite of the intuition that the trackers
have no means to distinguish one target from another. In
contrast, the unordered union-of-products form does capture
this notion of indistinguishability. The latter form is used by
the filter described in Section VI. It remains to establish that
any reachable I-state can be expressed in this form.
Lemma 1: Every reachable I-state can be expressed in
ordered union-of-products form.
Proof:
Use induction on the stage index k. At the
initial condition, in which the tracker has no prior knowledge,
we have η1 = W n , which is a degenerate union of products.
Now suppose that the statement holds at stage k to show
that it holds at stage k + 1. Between these two stages, two
changes to the I-state occur: forward projection to account for
possible movements of the targets and intersection with the
observation preimage H(yk , pk ) to account for the tracker’s
sensing. For the forward projection, we have
!
l h
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(i)
(i)
F (ηk ) = F
R1 × · · · × Rn
i=1
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F R1 × · · · × F Rn(i) ,

=
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which remains a union of products. For the observation
updates, consider in succession each a for which the a-th
element of yk is 1. Let S denote the result of translating
the sensor region Sa into the global coordinate frame. The
I-state change made by each of these partial observations is
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Lemma 2: If η is a reachable I-state, x ∈ η is a target
state contained in that I-state, and τ ∈ Sn is a permutation
of n items, then τ (x) is also contained in η.
Proof: Since x ∈ η, there exists a sequence of target
states x1 , . . . , xk−1 ∈ Xtgt consistent with the tracker’s
movements and observations. Note, however, that the observations received depend only on the number of targets within
each sensing region Sl , and not on their specific identities,
so the same sequence of observations is feasible for the
target state sequence τ (x1 ), . . . , τ (xk−1 ). Note also that, for
i = 1, . . . , k, we have τ (xi ) ∈ F (τ (xi−1 )). Conclude from
the definitions that τ (x) ∈ η.
Lemma 3: Every reachable I-state has an unordered union
of products form.
Proof: Follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.
The upshot of this reasoning is that we can represent information states, which are regions in R2n , using a only a
set of 2-dimensional regions in W , without requiring any
higher-dimensional geometric operations.
VI. PASSIVE FILTERING
We have now laid sufficient groundwork to describe the
filtering algorithm used by each tracker. The intuition is
to represent the I-state’s unordered union-of-products form
(whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 3) by storing
(i)
the Rj regions of Equation 3. Specifically, to store the
robot’s information state ηk , the robot retains a collection of
elements. Each element is composed of an unordered collection of n regions, each of which is an explicit geometric
description of a subset of W . An element E represents the
union of all permuted Cartesian products of its associated
regions. The intuition is that an element represents one
“iteration” of the outer union of Equation 3, and each region
(i)
within that element represents one of the Rτ (j) subsets of W
in that iteration. The number of elements can vary over time,
informally as a function of the degree of ambiguity in the
robot’s observations. The initial I-state has a single element
composed of n copies of W , representing a complete lack
of knowledge about the target state.
A. Single tracker updates
For a single tracker working in isolation, two kinds of
operations are needed to keep such a data structure up-todate. Algorithm 1 shows the details.
1) Motion updates: In each stage, the tracker updates its
I-state to account for the possibility of motion by the
(i)
targets, by replacing
 each region Rj with its forward

(i)




W j−1 × S × W n−j 



i
(i)
(i)
R1 × · · · × Rj ∩ S × · · · × Rn(i) ,

in which the n-fold union arises from the tracker’s inability
to distinguish between the targets. This is an ordered unionof-products form for ηk+1 .

projection F Rj .
2) Observation updates: Upon receiving an observation
yk , the tracker must compute the intersection of its current I-state with the observation preimage H(yk , pk ).
This is accomplished by iterating over the nonzero
entries in yk . In each iteration, the filter replaces each
element in its I-state with n new elements, each generated by intersecting one of that element’s regions with
the appropriate sensing region. This process follows
directly from Equation 4.

Algorithm 1 I NFO S TATE U PDATE(ηk , pk , yk )
(i)
(i)
1: for each element R1 × · · · Rn in
(i)
2:
for each region Rj in element

3:
4:
5:
6:

η do
(i)
(i)
R1 × · · · Rn in η

do
(i)
(i)
Rj ← F (Rj )
end for
end for

15:
16:

η ← ηk
for each sensing region Sl for which the l-th entry of
yk is equal to 1 do
η ′ ← empty I-state, with no elements
(i)
(i)
for each element R1 × · · · Rn in η do
for j ∈ 1, . . . , n do


(i)
(i)
(i)
insert element R1 ×· · ·× Rj ∩ Sl ×· · ·×Rn
into η ′
end for
end for
η ← η′
end for

17:
18:

return η

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

These two update techniques are sufficient to maintain the
correctness of the robot’s representation. Unfortunately, the
observation updates, as described, can increase the number
of elements in the representation without bound. To keep
the number of elements manageable, we apply a sequence
of changes after each update:
•

•

•

•

First, we reorder regions in each element into a
canonical, lexicographic order. We know that this does
not change the underlying subset of Xtgt represented
by the data structure because of Lemma 2.
Second, we reorder the elements into a canonical order. Because the union operation is commutative, again
there is no change to the portion of Xtgt represented.
Third, we remove duplicate elements (since A ∪ A =
A), and elements representing the empty set (since
A ∪ ∅ = A).
Finally, we remove dominated elements (since, if
B ⊂ A, then A ∪ B = A). One element E2 dominates
another element E1 if the subset of Xtgt represented by
E1 is fully contained in the subset of Xtgt represented
E2 . To test this for a pair of elements, we form a
bipartite graph in which the 2n total nodes correspond
to the regions from E1 and E2 . Edges are defined by
containment of regions from E1 by regions from E2 .
Then E2 dominates E1 if and only if this graph has a
perfect matching.

For clarity of presentation, these operations are described
as a monolithic post-processing step. However, substantial
optimizations can be achieved by applying them on-thefly. An obvious example is, in Line 12 of Algorithm 1, to
immediately drop any element containing an empty region.

Even with these clean-up operations, the number of elements can still grow quickly when there is insufficient
information to fully disambiguate the targets. To combat this,
we cap the number of elements at a relatively small limit,
denoted M . Whenever the I-state has more than M elements,
we select the two most similar elements, as measured by
the total pairwise overlap between regions in each element.
(a)
(a)
We replace these two elements R1 × · · · × Rn 
and
(b)
(b)
(a)
(b)
R1 ×· · ·×Rn with a single new element R1 ∪ R1 ×


(a)
(b)
· · · × Rn ∪ Rn . The tracker repeats this process until
at most M elements remain. Note especially that, after these
reductions, the resulting representation remains a superset
of the original I-state. Therefore, a tracker is able to retain
the guarantee that the true tracker state is contained within
its I-state. Combined with the geometric overapproximation
method described below, which limits the complexity of each
element, this results in an overall reduction in the complexity
of the I-state.
Moreover, note that large numbers of elements are necessary only when there are many observations that cannot be
definitively attributed to a single target. At the other extreme,
when there is enough information to match observations to
targets, the filter uses only a single element. In this sense,
the filter is “ambiguity sensitive”: Its run time depends on
the degree of ambiguity in the information available to the
tracker, spending computation time and memory only when
doing so is necessary to correctly represent its uncertainty.
This idea is similar in spirit to the large family of output
sensitive algorithms in computational geometry, whose run
time depends not only on the size of the input but also on
the size of the correct output.
1) Geometric overapproximation: An important complication is that the geometric operations called for in Section VI-A, such as unions and intersections of potentially
complicated regions in W , may themselves require expensive
computation and storage resources. When necessary, we can
simplify the computation by constraining each region to have
a relatively simple geometric form. For example, depending
on the shapes of the sensing regions, disks or rectangles
may be reasonable choices. The geometric operations in
the filter can then be modified to return the smallest such
region containing the “true” exact result. Examples of these
operations for regions constrained to be circular disks have
previously been described by the author [13].
2) Querying the I-state: So far we have shown how to
maintain a representation of the robot’s I-state in unordered
union of products form. One natural use for such a data
structure is to answer queries of the form, “Does the Istate contain a given target state x?” This kind of query can
be reduced to the question of whether any of the elements
in I-state contains state x. For each element E, we again
use matchings on a bipartite graph with 2n nodes. The two
node sets are the tracker positions in x and the regions
in E. Two nodes are connected by an edge if and only
if the corresponding tracker position is contained in the
corresponding region. A perfect matching exists on this graph

if and only if x is in the set represented by E.
2

B. Communication updates

(1)

The filtering technique described in Section VI-A considers only a single tracker operating on its own. However,
in our distributed multiple target tracking application, we
also must consider the effect of communication between the
trackers on their I-states. Whenever two trackers are within
communicate range, we assume that they transmit their Istates to one another. The resulting problem is: Given two
up-to-date I-states η (1) and η (2) , compute a single combined
I-state η ′ = η (1) ∩ η (2) . Representing each I-state as an
unordered union-of-products, we get:
#
"

[ [  (i)
(i)
′
Rτ (1) × · · · × Rτ (n)
η =
i


=

∩

τ

[[
j

ρ

j
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(j)
(j)
Tρ(1) × · · · × Tρ(n) 

[ [ [ h
i



(i)

(j)

Rτ (1) ∩ T1



i

(i)
× · · · × Rτ (n) ∩ Tn(j)

Note, however, that a direct application of this equation to
compute η ′ would take O(M 2 n!) time. Instead, to exploit
the fact that many of the intersections will result in empty
elements, we form a bipartite graph, in which each node represents a region from one of the two elements being merged,
and edges connect R- and T -nodes whose intersection is nonempty. On this graph, we enumerate all the perfect matchings
[19] and generate a new element by intersecting the matched
regions in each such perfect matching. This computation
can either be performed on both of the communicating
trackers in parallel (duplicating computation, but avoiding
additional communication), or a single tracker can perform
the computation and transmit the result.
The result is the intersection of η (1) and η (2) and as
such is a subset of both of these original I-states, but its
representation may require more elements. After computing
the new element set for η ′ , we apply the same cleanup operations described above to control the size of the
representation.
VII. ACTIVE TRACKING
The final portion of our approach is to show how Istates maintained as described in Section VI can be used
for distributed target tracking. The goal here is to illustrate
one possible application for I-states maintained as described
in Section VI; many other choices are possible. The basic
idea of the approach is that, as time passes, each tracker
maintains an I-state describing its knowledge about the target
state, along with m − 1 separate subsets of W describing its
knowledge about the other trackers’ positions. Whenever two
trackers are within communication distance of one another,
they share this knowledge with one another.
The tracking algorithm, which is executed on each tracker
based on this information, proceeds in three steps. First, the
tracker selects a collection of m destinations for all the of

R2

2
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2
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(1)
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Fig. 5. Computing upper bounds on the number of targets in each partition
cell, for an example I-state with 2 elements. [left] Element E1 , with two
overlapping regions. [center] Element E2 , with two overlapping regions.
[right] The partition of the square environment into 4 cells induced by this
I-state. Each cell is labeled with the upper bound t(c) on the number of
targets in that cell.

trackers, including itself. Second, it finds a matching of the
trackers to those destinations that minimizes an estimate of
the total amount of travel needed to reach the destinations.
Third, the tracker moves along the shortest path toward the
destination assigned to itself in this matching. Section VIIA and Section VII-B describe the destination selection and
tracker-to-destination matching processes, respectively. This
three-stage process is repeated whenever a tracker updates
its I-state. Although the approach relies on each tracker
reasoning about the decisions of each other tracker, the
method still scales reasonably well in the number of trackers,
because the clustering and graph matching algorithms can be
executed in time that is negligible in comparison to the time
required to execute the I-state filter.
The crucial features of this overall approach are that the
trackers’ movements are driven directly by their information
states, and that if two trackers have the same information,
then each will choose a different target. In this way, we can
ensure that multiple trackers do not “chase” the same target
for very long. If two trackers do select the same target,
they will eventually come within communication distance.
When this occurs, the trackers will share their knowledge
with each other, and, now having the same knowledge, one
the trackers will assign itself to a different destination. This
works without relying on a central decision maker and in
spite of a sparse communication graph that will not, in
general, be a connected graph.
A. Destination selection
The intuition of the destination selection portion of the
algorithm is to spread the trackers out across the environment
in places that could possibly have large numbers of targets.
To achieve this, the tracker computes a partition of the
environment into cells, such that each cell is a maximal
subset of W that does not cross any of the region boundaries
in the tracker’s I-state. We can derive an upper bound on the
number of targets in each cell c of this partition as follows.
First, for each element, we count the number of regions
that cover c. Then, we select the largest such value over
all elements in the I-state, as Figure 5 illustrates. We denote
this upper bound as t(c), and the planar area of the cell as
a(c).
Based on these upper bounds, we use a modified version

of the k-means clustering algorithm [9], with m cluster
centers. The centroids of the partition cells are used as the
observations in the input to clustering algorithm. There are
two changes from the standard algorithm:
1) Greedy initialization: The initial cluster centers are
assigned in a greedy manner. The tracker computes
largest tmax = max [t(c)] across all partition cells c,
and places a cluster center at the centroid of the largest
contiguous collection of cells for which t(c) = tmax .
The algorithm then decrements the t(c) values for the
cells in that contiguous collection, and repeats the
process m times, modifying the working t(c) values
each time. The effect is that the cluster centers are
initially spread across the environment in places with
large values for t(c).
2) Weighted distance function: The main body of the
k-means algorithm works by iteratively moving the
cluster center positions to the mean of the observations
nearest to that center. To place greater emphasis on
partition cells more likely to contain one or more
targets, we assign each observation a multiplicative
weight w(c) = t(c)/a(c)2 . These weights are included
in the distance computation for moving the cluster
centers.
The converged cluster centers, a set of m points in W , are
used as the tracker destinations.

[a]

[b]

[c]

[d]

Fig. 6. Simulation snapshots with two trackers and three targets. [a] The
I-state of the leftmost tracker early in the simulation. [b] Immediately before
coming within communication range of the right tracker, the left tracker’s
I-state has 8 elements. [c] At the same stage, the right tracker’s I-state
has 10 elements. [d] When communication is finally possible, the trackers
exchange information, eliminating most of the uncertainty and resulting in
identical, single element I-states.

B. Matching destinations to trackers
Given this collection of destinations, it remains for the
tracker to decide which of these it should select for itself.
To do this, we use yet another form of bipartite graph
matching. Specifically, the tracker builds a complete bipartite
graph. The trackers themselves form one group of nodes;
the destinations selected as in Section VII-A form the other
group of nodes. Edges connect each node in the former
set to each node in the latter set with weights equal to
the largest possible distance (recall that the other tracker’s
positions are not fully known) from the given tracker to the
given destination. Using the BlossomV algorithm [6], we
find the minimum weight perfect matching on this graph.
Notice that, because the input is a complete bipartite graph,
a perfect matching will always exist. The intuition is to find
a global assignment of trackers to potential target locations
that minimizes the total distance to be traveled.
Finally, the tracker moves toward whichever destination
is matched to itself in this minimum-weight matching. This
destination is the one that, based on the information currently
available to this tracker, appears to be the best choice for
optimizing the global performance of the team.
VIII. S IMULATION RESULTS
To study its performance and efficiency, we implemented
this algorithm in simulation. Figure 6 shows a simple example in which two trackers monitor three targets. Its I-state
regions are constrained to remain rectangles, as described
in Section VI-A.1. In this example, the largest number of
elements was 12, so the value of M did not play a role. The

Fig. 7. Destination selection in active tracking. In this example, the sensing
range is larger than the communication range. The destination toward which
each tracker is moving is shown as an unshaded triangle. [left] Two trackers,
each unaware of the presence of the other, chase the same target. [center]
When the trackers are close enough to communicate, they merge their Istates, and one of the trackers selects a different destination. [right] A few
stages later, each tracker is following a unique target.

trackers have 9 square sensing regions in a grid pattern. For
the active tracking approach, Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the
implicit coordination between the trackers.
For a quantitative evaluation of the success of the active
tracking algorithm, we performed an experiment in the environment depicted in Figure 9. We simulated varying numbers
of trackers and targets in this environment and measured
the tracker team’s performance P (as defined in Equation 1)
across 1000 stages with M = 10. To eliminate any bias from
a “startup phase” in which the trackers have not yet found the
targets, we assigned the initial positions of the first m targets
to be near the initial position of a tracker. Each target moved
along shortest paths to a sequence of randomly-selected
destinations. The results shown in Figure 9 are averaged over
10 trials with these parameters. They confirm the expectation
that the trackers’ performance generally improves with fewer
targets and more trackers, and that performance degrades

at first that only one target exists, and to extend the I-state
to accommodate additional targets whenever the observations
can no longer be explained by the tracker’s current estimate
of the number of targets.
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Fig. 8.
When two targets cross, the trackers near them adjust their
movements to ensure that both targets are tracked. Line segments connect
the trackers when they are close enough to communicate. In this example,
the crossing causes the trackers to seamlessly “swap” targets.
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Fig. 9. [left] The environment used for our quantitative tests. [right] Results
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